Musk Creek Pinot Gris 2015
Musk Creek Road, Main Ridge, Mornington Peninsula
Established 1994

Vineyard Musk Creek Vineyard is located in the
hinterland of Flinders, where the valley winds towards
Westernport Bay. Flinders. It’s a cool sight, so close
to the Southern Ocean and with moist rich dark soils.
This terroir restrains yet supports ripening until the end
of Autumn. The vineyard slope basks in sunshine, heavy
clay soil, rich and cool, creating this distinctive style of
Pinot Gris where fruit power contrasts with the gossamer
layers of sensation.
Musk Creek Vineyard was established in 1994 on private
land by the first incarnation of Quealy Winemakers. The
pruning style is unique – a single arched cane, creating
the space for the buds, then flowers and fruit to bathe
in sunshine. Only rainfall quenches the soil. The purity
of this vineyard expressed in the wine.
Winery Simple and careful winemaking begins with a
long slow press cycle. After racking follows a primary
fermentation entwined with the secondary malolactic
fermentation. The yeast labour to the end of their task,
slowed by the malolactic fermentation and the sheer
richness of this ferment. For these selected microbes–
it’s a feast.
In tank, the wine is stirred on sweet smelling lees for
6 months and then allowed to settle with time before
precise racking. Musk Creek Pinot Gris requires no
filtration because of these delicate and precise skills
in the cellar. The purity and clarity are achieved with
time, gravity and the innate qualities of the wine.
Pressed Pink Pearls is written on each label, describing
the delicate berries and bunches, ripening to a hot
pink, their waxy bloom protecting the berries creating
the pearl lustre. Vineyard yeast trapped in the bloom,

start the natural fermentation after pressing.
Tasting Mornington Peninsula Pinot Gris at its most
voluptuous. Aroma of wild honey, wood smoke and moving
towards classic pinot noir aromas of red berry, forest floor.
Powerful palate of the honey and berry, soft and rich
however not sweet, and poised with natural acidity and ever
so delicate white tannin.
There are definite Pinot Noir notes in Musk Creek Pinot Gris
and yet the wine is a lustrous green-gold hue. Powerful
Pinot Gris poised to suit a range of luxurious dishes and
beasts, the winemaker suggests wash rind cheese, lobster,
crab, or duck.
Vintage 2015
Picked 31st March 2015
Bottled 10th December 2015
Awards & Press
Matthew Jukes — 100 Best Australian Wines 2016-17
“Full-bodied with wild honey, noticeable musk and superb
near-tropical notes this is a daring alternative to drinking a lusty
Chardonnay and it will certainly provoke a lot of discussion.
I cannot wait to pour this wine for 300 people at my launch
at Australia House. This is the perfect test bed for a wine with
a character as flamboyant and demonstrative as this one. I would
bet that even some of the old-fashioned invitees will recognise
the otherworldly charm found in this kaleidoscopically
scented wine.”
James Halliday
22yo vines, extended whole bunch-pressing, wild-fermented
in stainless steel. The multiple layers that Kathleen Quealy has
been able to achieve are startling, particularly given stainless
steel fermentation - must be something to do with extended
whole bunch pressing. 95 pts

